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Every four years the International Association of Geodesy meets at the IUGG General
Assembly and this has always been an important event for IAG to make the point on
where are we going as geodesists both in terms of scientific production as well as in
terms of organization. The proceedings of IAG at the Sapporo 2003 General Assembly
are the mirror of our scientific achievements, and, as Geodesy is a living entity like any
other science, we could say it is a way to see the picture of what we consider our field of
applications as well as of theoretical speculations. Let us examine this aspect in terms of
what are: the object of our research, the methods we use, the general scientific results
we can produce. • Our object: here I would like to use a pseudo-Helmert definition; the
object of Geodesy is knowing the surfaces of the earth: the geometric surface by
positioning and e.m. surveying, and the physical surface, i.e the gravity field, by land,
marine or satellite gravimetry, and their time variations. This "object" is naturally
interlaced with other physical properties of the earth both through deep processes
affecting its surface and through the gravity field at all different scales from the global to
the regional and local, where most engineering applications take place.
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